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Czochralski-Grown Upgraded
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Abstract—This paper investigates the potential of three different
methods—tabula rasa (TR), phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG),
and hydrogenation, for improving the carrier lifetime in n-type
Czochralski-grown upgraded metallurgical-grade (UMG) silicon
samples. Our results show that the lifetimes in the UMG wafers
used in this study were affected by both mobile metallic impurities and as-grown oxygen precipitate nuclei. Thus, the dissolution
of grown-in oxygen precipitate nuclei via TR and the removal of
mobile impurities via PDG step were found to significantly improve the electronic quality of the UMG wafers. Finally, we report
bulk lifetimes and 1-sun implied open-circuit voltages of the UMG
wafers after boron and phosphorus diffusions, as typically applied
in n-type cell fabrication.
Index Terms—Czochralski (Cz), hydrogenation, phosphorus
diffusion gettering, tabula rasa, upgraded metallurgical-grade
(UMG) silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION
-TYPE upgraded metallurgical-grade (UMG) silicon is a
promising low-cost feedstock material for high-efficiency
silicon solar cells [1]–[4]. Conventional silicon wafers used in
solar cell fabrication are based on electronic grade (EG) feedstock, with a high level of purity [5]. However, UMG feedstocks
are purified using various hydrometallurgical routes and therefore have a higher concentration of metallic and nonmetallic
impurities [2], [6]–[8] in comparison with EG silicon purified
via the Siemens process [9].
Furthermore, during the growth of Czochralski (Cz) ingots
from UMG feedstocks, the agglomeration of supersaturated interstitial oxygen into precipitate nuclei can be enhanced by the
presence of impurities [10] in comparison with Cz ingots grown
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with EG feedstock. This can result in a higher grown-in oxygen
precipitate nuclei density in UMG Cz wafers compared with
EG Cz wafers. Grown-in oxygen precipitate nuclei can lead to
ring defects after certain high-temperature processing steps [11],
[12]. Ring defects are primarily caused by recombination active
oxygen precipitates [13] and their associated extended defects
[14]. Their recombination activity can be further increased by
mobile metallic impurity decoration [14], interactions with intrinsic point defects (vacancies and self-interstitials) [10], and
the presence of carbon [15], [16]. Given that UMG Cz wafers
contain a higher concentration of both metallic and nonmetallic
impurities, in addition to the grown-in oxygen precipitates, the
recombination activity of ring defects in UMG Cz wafers, and
their response to solar cell processing steps, may be markedly
different to that of EG Cz wafers.
In this paper, we explore several methods to reduce the impact of recombination sources such as mobile metallic impurities and oxygen precipitates in UMG Cz wafers. The processes
are—tabula rasa (TR), phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG),
and hydrogenation (H). A high-temperature preannealing step
known as a tabula rasa can be used to dissolve the grown-in
oxygen precipitate nuclei [17], which can mitigate the formation
of ring defects during subsequent high-temperature treatments.
In addition, PDG step can be used to remove mobile metallic
impurities [18], [19]. Furthermore, hydrogenation can also be
implemented to passivate ring defects [12], [20].
The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness of
these three methods for improving bulk lifetimes during hightemperature processing of UMG Cz wafers, both in isolation
and in combination with each other. In addition, the integration
of these methods into a typical process sequence for fabricating high-efficiency passivated emitter rear and totally diffused
(PERT) or passivated emitter and rear locally diffused (PERL)
[21] n-type solar cells, including boron diffusion, is examined.
We note that the compensated nature of n-type Cz UMG
wafers can result in a strong degradation of final cell performance under illumination, due to the presence of the well-known
boron–oxygen-related defects [22]–[24], and that these defects
can be at least partially deactivated by annealing under illumination [25]. However, this study is solely focused on the impact
of high-temperature steps, and does not consider boron–oxygen
defects.
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TABLE I
WAFER PROPERTIES OF THE N-TYPE CZ SAMPLES USED IN THIS WORK

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The UMG feedstock was produced by FerroPem and the Cz
ingot and wafers used in this work were produced by Apollon
Solar (ingot number ISO10) in the framework of the PHOTOSIL project [1]. The length of the ingot was 573 mm after
cropping and the weight was 67 kg. The wafers were categorized into three groups—seed, middle, and tail depending on
their position in the ingot (or solidified fraction, fs ). The dopant
densities of both phosphorus and boron and the total carbon
concentrations within the compensated UMG Cz wafers and
control wafers were measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry. The relative interstitial oxygen concentrations were
measured by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy measurements with a Bruker Vertex 80 tool. The measurements were calibrated using SEMI MF standard 1188–1107.The control wafers
used in this study were uncompensated n-type EG Cz silicon
wafers. The solidified fractions, resistivities, dopant concentrations, wafer thicknesses, interstitial oxygen concentrations
[Oi ] and total carbon concentrations [C] are summarized in
Table I.
The samples used in this study were laser cut from 6 inch
pseudosquare UMG Cz wafers. The 4 inch round control
wafers were diced into four quarters for lifetime measurements. All samples were saw damage etched with tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution to remove 10–12 μm
from each side, before standard cleaning steps prior to further
processing.
The optimization of a TR step in this work was performed in
an oxygen ambient at various temperatures between 950 °C and
1100 °C for 15 to 120 min with loading and unloading at 700
°C and ramp up and down rates of a 15 °C/min. Some of the
samples with the optimal TR step then underwent a PDG step
after removing the oxide layer with an HF dip. The PDG step
was performed for 30 min at 785 °C with phosphorus oxychloride (POCl3 ) as the dopant source, resulting in a sheet resistance
of 90–100 Ω/. Furthermore, to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the aforementioned three methods of bulk lifetime improvements in relation to n-type PERT/PERL cell fabrication, boron
diffusions were applied to some samples prior to the PDG step.
The boron diffusions were performed for 40 min using a boron
tribromide (BBr3 ) dopant source at a temperature of 950 °C,
with an additional 10 min postoxidation, to achieve a sheet resis-

tance of 50–60 Ω/. The diffused layers were then removed by a
short HF dip and TMAH etch before any subsequent treatments.
For lifetime measurements, Radio Corporation of America
(RCA) cleaned wafers were passivated with silicon nitride
(SiNx :H) layers using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (Roth and Rau AK400) with a sample temperature of
approximately 300 °C.
Hydrogenation of some of the SiNx :H coated samples was
performed using a rapid thermal annealing system (Unitemp
UTP-1100) under a nitrogen ambient at a sample temperature
of 500 °C for 10 s with a ramp rate of 25 °C/s. Hydrogenated
UMG samples were stripped of their SiNx :H layers by dipping
in an HF solution, and given a short TMAH etch to remove
a few microns of silicon. Subsequently, these samples were
repassivated with fresh SiNx :H layers to allow measurement of
the lifetimes after hydrogenation.
Photoluminescence (PL) images were captured using an LISR1 PL imaging tool from BT imaging [26], with an illumination
intensity of 0.5 suns. PL images with different exposure times
were normalized to yield the PL count rate per second, which
allows relative comparison from sample to sample. Also, carrier
lifetime measurements were performed using the quasi steadystate photoconductance and transient photoconductance decay
techniques with a WCT-120 tool from Sinton Instruments [27].
The carrier lifetime was determined using carrier mobility values for compensated silicon from Schindler’s mobility model
[28]. The lifetimes are reported at an excess carrier density of
1 × 1015 cm−3 . The data points in each plot represent a single
sample for each condition.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the following, we first report the results for the optimization of TR conditions for the UMG samples, in Section III-A.
In Section III-B, we then examine the bulk lifetimes of the
samples after phosphorus diffusion gettering, with and without a prior TR step. Section III-C, then investigates the impact of hydrogenation on phosphorus gettered samples with and
without a prior TR step. Finally, in Section III-D, we demonstrate the response of the UMG wafers to typical processing
sequences for n-type PERT/PERL cells, including boron diffusions, with and without these three methods for bulk lifetime
improvement.
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above 1000 °C and for durations longer than 30 min. However,
the degradation was greater for samples from the seed end in
comparison with the middle and tail end of the ingot. Furthermore, samples from the seed end developed ring defects for
all of the TR conditions performed in this work. However, the
bulk lifetimes of the middle and tail end of the UMG wafers
improved after the TR treatments in comparison with as-grown
lifetime. Moreover, no ring defects were present in both the
middle and tail end samples, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
control samples had stable bulk lifetimes and no ring defects for
all the TR conditions (not shown), except for a slight reduction
in lifetime after 120 min of annealing. Thus, we conclude that
a TR condition of 1000 °C for 30 min is optimal for the UMG
Cz wafers in this work.
B. Phosphorus Diffusion Gettering

Fig. 1. Minority carrier lifetimes at an injection level of 1 × 1015 cm−3 for
the UMG Cz wafers from three different positions of the ingot and the EG Cz
control samples. (a) Isothermal TR treatment of 1000 °C as a function of time,
with as-grown lifetimes shown as 0 min. (b) Isochronal TR treatment of 30 min
as a function of temperature.

A. Tabula Rasa
The optimal TR temperature and duration depends on the
size and distribution of the oxygen precipitates in the as-grown
wafers [29]. In order to determine the optimum temperature
and duration of the TR treatment, samples cut from the same
wafer were treated at four different temperatures and durations,
as shown in Fig. 1.
For all of the TR conditions used in this study, the bulk lifetimes of the UMG samples were higher for samples from the
middle, whereas the samples from the seed end had the lowest lifetimes. For all three ingot positions of the UMG ingot,
the bulk lifetimes decreased as the TR temperatures increased

Phosphorus diffusion gettering was performed on two sets of
samples, the first with no previous thermal processing, and the
second with the optimal TR treatment of 1000 °C for 30 min
applied prior to a PDG step.
Bulk lifetimes in both sets of the samples increased significantly after the PDG step in comparison with the as-grown
samples, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The first group of the UMG
samples with no prior TR step developed ring defects after
phosphorus diffusion, as shown in Fig. 2. This might be due to
the presence of a higher density of grown-in oxygen precipitate
nuclei, as the UMG wafers have relatively high carbon concentrations, as shown in Table I, and carbon has been shown to
enhance oxygen precipitation [16]. Furthermore, carbon might
act as nucleation sites [30] for additional oxygen precipitate
formation during the PDG step. In addition, there might be further growth of pre-existing oxygen nuclei [17] during the PDG
step, increasing their recombination activity. Nevertheless, despite the emergence of the ring defects, phosphorus gettering
reduced the overall recombination activity of the samples compared with the as-grown state, as shown in Fig. 3(a). However,
the samples from the middle and tail end of the UMG ingot,
from the second group with a prior TR step, showed no ring
defects after PDG step, whereas the sample from the seed end
still contained ring defects after PDG step, as shown in Fig. 2.
The EG control samples showed no ring defects (not shown)
and the bulk lifetime improved by a smaller extent. These results suggest that the lifetime of the UMG samples is significantly affected by both mobile impurities and oxygen precipitate
nuclei.
The relative recombination center density reduction (Nt∗ )
was then determined, as defined by (Nt∗ ) = 1/ τ before gettering −
1/ τ after gettering . Nt∗ represents the reduction in the effective recombination center density due to the PDG step. Fig. 3(b), shows
the relative concentration of lifetime-affecting impurities removed by a PDG step for both sets of samples. Nt∗ is much
greater in the UMG samples than in the EG control sample.
Interestingly, the concentration of lifetime-limiting impurities
removed by the PDG step is similar for UMG wafers with or
without a previous TR treatment. This suggests that any mobile
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Fig. 2. PL images of the UMG Cz wafers from three different positions of the ingot which show the effect of TR, PDG, and H in isolation and in combination,
in comparison with the as-grown state. A scale bar shown in the first row is for the as-grown samples and in the second row is for all other samples. All of the
images were captured at constant illumination intensity of 0.5 suns and normalized to PL counts/second. The bright circle in the images is an artifact due to the
conductance coil in the PL imaging tool.
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Fig. 4. Minority carrier lifetimes for the UMG Cz wafers from three different positions of the ingot and EG Cz control wafers at an injection level of
1 × 1015 cm−3 for various combinations of PDG, TR, and H.

Fig. 3. (a) Minority carrier lifetimes at an injection level of 1 × 1015 cm−3 for
the UMG wafers from three different position of the ingot and control wafers
after TR and PDG steps both in isolation and in combination. (b) Relative
recombination center density reduction due to the PDG step for the UMG
samples from three different positions of ingot and the EG Cz control samples.

impurities released from oxygen precipitates during the TR step
are effectively removed by the gettering step [31], and therefore
do not significantly impact the lifetimes of the wafers.
C. Hydrogenation
Hydrogenation was performed for the UMG and EG control
samples divided into two groups as mentioned in Section III-B,
first with only a PDG step beforehand and second with both
TR and PDG steps (TR+PDG). The first group of the UMG
samples contains ring defects, as shown above in the PL images
in Fig. 2, although not in the control wafer. This group of the
UMG samples (PDG+H) showed improved bulk lifetimes after
hydrogenation, as plotted in Fig. 4. However, the PL images
revealed that the hydrogenation was able to passivate the ring
defects only in the middle and tail UMG samples, as shown in
Fig. 2. The UMG sample from the seed end had residual ring
defects even after hydrogenation.

The lifetimes of the samples from the middle and tail
end of the UMG ingot and the control of the second group
(TR+PDG+H) were similar before and after hydrogenation.
However, the lifetime of the seed UMG sample, improved after
hydrogenation, even though residual ring defects exist, as shown
in the PL images in Fig. 2. Thus, in these UMG samples, the
effect of lifetime-affecting oxygen precipitates can be reduced
by both TR and hydrogenation step. However, hydrogenation
step is only beneficial, if there are residual ring defects to be
passivated.
In this study, none of the three methods were able to entirely remove the ring defects from the seed end of the UMG
ingot. During Cz silicon crystal growth, the concentration of
oxygen in the melt and consequent incorporation at the solid–
melt interface is affected by several factors, including the rate
of dissolution of the silica crucible walls and evaporation from
the melt surface [32], [33]. During Cz crystal growth, this typically leads to a decreasing concentration of oxygen from the
seed end to tail end of the ingot, as we see in this study. Thus,
persistent ring defects in the seed end may be partly ascribed to
a higher concentration of dissolved oxygen, causing formation
of a higher density or larger sized oxygen precipitates. Furthermore, this part of an ingot typically experiences a lower cooling
rate which could further enhance the oxygen precipitation. In
addition, during crystal growth, the seed end of an ingot is usually rich in vacancies [34], [35]. High vacancy concentrations
enhance oxygen precipitation by absorbing the strain during the
growth of oxygen precipitates [36]–[38]. This may also lead to
a higher density of oxygen precipitate nuclei in the seed end of
the ingot.
D. Potential for High-Efficiency Solar Cells
High-efficiency “PERT” or “PERL” [39] solar cells fabricated
with n-type silicon wafers require both boron and phosphorus
diffusions at high temperature to allow electrical contact to the
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oxygen precipitates and/or activation of pre-existing oxygen
precipitates, as mentioned in Section III-B.
Furthermore, in this study, the ring defects in the UMG wafers
after boron and phosphorus diffusions were not completely passivated by the subsequent hydrogenation. Nevertheless, the bulk
lifetimes increased after PDG and hydrogenation steps. However, employing a TR step, prior to the boron diffusion step,
the middle and tail UMG wafers showed no ring defects, but
the seed end wafers showed residual ring defects. Hence, a TR
step prior to any subsequent thermal treatment processes is a
robust method of preventing ring defects for the middle and tail
UMG Cz wafers used in this study. Similarly, as observed in
Section III-C, hydrogenation does not provide additional benefits when the ring defects are removed by a prior TR step.
Furthermore, after a PDG step of the TR and boron diffused
samples (TR+B-diff+PDG), the bulk lifetimes improved significantly to 3, 1.6, and 5.2 ms for the middle and tail UMG and
the EG control samples, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Similarly, the implied Voc of the middle and tail UMG the control
samples for the same process combination, were 720, 718, and
730 mV, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Thus, including an
optimized TR step, the middle and tail UMG wafers are almost
equivalent in electronic quality to the EG control wafers for the
typical high-efficiency solar cell process.
IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Evolution of the (a) bulk lifetimes and (b) implied open-circuit voltages, i–V oc at 1 sun, of the UMG Cz wafers from three different positions of the
ingot and EG Cz control wafers for various combinations of TR, B-diff, PDG,
and H steps.

device. As we have seen above, the bulk lifetimes can be significantly affected by such high-temperature processes. For this
reason, we next investigate the impact of a typical sequence of
such high-temperature steps on the bulk lifetimes and implied
1-sun open-circuit voltages for samples from each part of the
UMG Cz ingot, in comparison with the EG Cz control samples. This enables an assessment of the potential of such n-type
UMG Cz wafers for high-efficiency cells, when the benefits of
TR, PDG, and H steps are included.
After boron diffusion (B-diff), the bulk lifetimes of all the
wafers were degraded below the as-grown lifetimes, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). This degradation may be due to either process
contamination, since a boron diffusion with in situ oxidation
does not protect very well against impurities from the furnace
[1], or other defects already within the wafers which are activated during the boron diffusion. After boron diffusion, the
ring defects were present in the UMG wafers, but not in the
control wafer. This suggests that the control wafer was more
likely degraded due to process contamination rather than oxygen
precipitates, whereas the UMG wafers were likely degraded
from both process contamination and the nucleation of new

In this paper, three different methods of improving bulk
lifetimes—TR, PDG, and H in n-type UMG Cz wafers were
investigated. For the UMG Cz wafers used in this study, the bulk
lifetimes were affected by oxygen precipitates, mobile metallic impurities, and carbon. Thus, the dissolution of grown-in
oxygen precipitate nuclei via TR and the removal of mobile impurities via a PDG step are critical for the UMG wafers in comparison with EG Cz control wafers. However, wafers from the
seed end of the UMG ingot had persistent ring defects even after
TR and PDG steps. Hydrogenation improved the bulk quality of
the seed wafers to some extent, but their lifetimes and implied
open-circuit voltages remained well below those of the middle
and tail UMG wafers.
In the best cases, bulk lifetimes in excess of 4.2 and 3 ms
were achieved for wafers from the middle and tail end of the
UMG ingot, respectively, after performing a TR step prior to a
PDG step (TR+PDG). Furthermore, performing a TR step prior
to boron and phosphorus diffusions, bulk lifetimes in excess of
3 and 1.7 ms, and implied open-circuit voltages of 720 and 718
mV were achieved for wafers from the middle and tail end of the
UMG ingot, respectively. These results are very promising for
processing of high-efficiency PERT or PERL cells using UMG
Cz wafers.
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